Reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from transportation is an essential part of the efforts to prevent global warming and climate change. Eco-routing, which enables drivers to use the most environmentally friendly routes, is able to substantially reduce GHG emissions from vehicular transportation. The foundation of eco-routing is a weighted-graph representation of a road network in which road segments, or edges, are associated with ecoweights that capture the GHG emissions caused by traversing the edges. Due to the dynamics of traffic, the eco-weights are typically time dependent and uncertain.
INTRODUCTION
The greenhouse effect is due to the concentration of greenhouse gases (GHG) in the Earth's atmosphere, which prevents heat from escaping into space. The combustion of fossil fuels results in GHG emissions, and transportation is a prominent fossil fuels burning sector. Thus, reducing the GHG emissions from transportation is crucial in combating global warming.
Eco-routing is an easy-to-employ and effective approach to reducing GHG emissions from transportation. Given a source-destination pair, eco-routing returns the most environmentally friendly route, i.e., the route that produces the least GHG emissions [2] . The literature reports that eco-routing can yield some 8-20% reductions in GHG emissions from road transportation [4] . * Supported by the Reduction project that is funded by the European Commission as FP7-ICT-2011-7 STREP project no. 288254.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. Vehicle routing generally relies on a weighted-graph representation of a road network. The vertices and edges represent road intersections and road segments, respectively. The key to enabling effective eco-routing is to assign eco-weights to the edges that accurately capture the environmental costs (i.e., GHG emissions or fuel consumption) of traversing the edges. Based on the resulting weighted graph and the types of weights, e.g., single-value weights, time-dependent weights, or uncertain weights, existing routing algorithms [10] can be applied to enable eco-routing.
A single-valued edge weight typically cannot fully capture the environmental cost of traversing an edge. For instance, while traversing an edge, aggressive drivers may generate more GHG emissions than average drivers. Thus, emissions vary across drivers, and an uncertain eco-weight that records the distribution of the cost of traversing an edge captures reality better. Further, eco-weights are generally time dependent, due to the temporal variation in traffic. For instance, during peak hours, traversing an edge normally produces more GHG emissions than during off-peak hours.
According to a recent benchmark on vehicular environmental impact models [4] , environmental costs of traversing edges can be derived from GPS data using vehicular environmental impact models. In this paper, we study how to obtain time-dependent, uncertain eco-weights for edges from a large GPS tracking data set.
The paper makes four contributions. First, we propose an Eco Road Network as a foundation for enabling eco-routing. Second, compact, time-dependent histograms are proposed to represent the time-dependent, uncertain eco-weights for all edges in a compact manner. Third, methods that are able to estimate GHG emissions of routes in the Eco Road Network are proposed. Fourth, experiments are conducted to provide insight into the efficiency and accuracy of the paper's proposals.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work, and Section 3 covers preliminaries and formalizes the problem. In Sections 4 and 5, the methods for building and using the Eco Road Network with histogram-based eco-weights are proposed. Section 6 reports on the experimental results, and Section 7 concludes.
RELATED WORK
Although much work has been conducted to enable time-dependent [3] and stochastic [5] routing services in various application scenarios, existing proposals do not provide a detailed description of how to obtain the time-dependent and uncertain weights, and most studies rely on randomly generated synthetic weights.
A few recent studies consider how to derive weights using GPS data. One study [11] covers the estimation of single-valued ecoweights for edges with infrequent or no GPS records. However, it is unable to capture time-dependence and uncertainty. Orthogonal to this study, we assume a setting where edges have considerable amounts of GPS records, and we focus on capturing detailed GHG emissions distributions during different intervals for the edges. Another recent study [9] concerns the update of near-future (e.g., the next 15-min or 30-min) eco-weights based on incoming real-time GPS data. In contrast, we capture time-dependent GHG emissions for longer periods, e.g., a day, a week, or a month, based on historical GPS data. As a result, our work is complementary to that study.
T-drive [12] is the most relevant work to our work. T-drive aims at providing a fastest-route service based on travel-time weights learned from GPS records obtained from taxis. T-drive assigns several histograms to an edge, where each histogram represents the distribution of travel times during an interval. In doing so, T-drive uses the same buckets for the histograms on an edge during different intervals. In contrast, our proposal is more flexible and is able to assign different buckets (based on distinct distributions) to the histograms on an edge during different intervals. For instance, more buckets are used for representing more complex distributions, e.g., the GHG emissions distributions during peak hours. Since Tdrive is arguably the state-of-the-art related work, we experimentally compare our proposal with an approach based on T-drive, finding that we can obtain a better trade-off between storage space and accuracy, thus obtaining more accurate weights at lower storage cost. In addition, we consider eco-weights, not only time-weights.
PROBLEM SETTING AND DEFINITION
Next, we cover the problem setting and formalize the problem. 
Time-Dependent Histograms

Road Networks and Trajectories
An Eco Road Network (ERN) is a weighted, directed graph G = (V, E, F ), where V and E are vertex and edge sets. A vertex vi ∈ V represents a road intersection or the end of a road, and an edge e k = (vi, vj) ∈ E models a directed road segment that enables travel from vertex vi to vertex vj. Function F : E → TDH in G assigns time-dependent and uncertain eco-weights to edges in E; and TDH is the set of all possible time dependent histograms.
A Trajectory tr = ⟨r1, r2, . . . , rx⟩ is a sequence of GPS records. Each GPS record ri specifies the location (typically with latitude and longitude coordinates) and velocity of a vehicle at a particular time ri .t. Furthermore, the GPS records in a trajectory are ordered based on the time stamps of the GPS records. Given the road network where the trajectories occurred, a GPS record in a trajectory can be mapped to a specific location on an edge in the road network using some map-matching algorithm [7] .
Problem Definition
Given a set of map matched trajectories TR in a road network G ′ = (V, E, null ), the paper studies how to obtain the corresponding Eco-Road Network G = (V, E, F ). Specifically, the key task is to determine G.F , which assigns time dependent histograms to edges, based on trajectory set TR.
An overview of the framework that determines G.F is shown in Figure 1 . The pre-processing module transforms the map matched trajectories into a set of traversal records of the form r = (e, ts, tt, ge, trj ). Such a traversal record r indicates that edge e is traversed by trajectory trj starting at time ts. The travel time and the GHG emissions of the traversal are tt and ge, respectively. Note that the travel times can be derived directly from the GPS records as the difference between the times of the first and last GPS records. Various vehicular environmental impact models [4] can be applied to compute the GHG emissions from the GPS records. After preprocessing, each edge ei is associated with a set of traversal records Ri = {r|r.e = ei}. The ERN Construction module builds initial time-dependent histograms for edges based on their traversal records. Maintaining the time-dependent histograms of all edges in a large road network may incur a large storage overhead. To reduce the overhead, approximation and compression techniques are employed to reduce both the number of (period , histogram) pairs in the time-dependent histograms and the number of the buckets in individual histograms. Specifically, histogram merging and bucket reduction are applied to obtain a compact representation of an ERN. Finally, the Eco-Road Network G is returned, where the function G.F assigns compact, time-dependent, uncertain eco-weights to edges.
ERN CONSTRUCTION
We propose methods to generate an Eco-Road Network from traversal records.
Initial Time Dependent Histograms
An initial time dependent histogram is built for every edge ei ∈ E based on the traversal records associated with ei, i.e., Ri. Given a time interval of interest TI , e.g., a day or a week, and the finest temporal granularity α, e.g., 15 minutes or one hour, TI is split into ⌈ TI α ⌉ periods, where the j-th period Tj is [(j − 1) · α, j · α). For each Tj, an equi-width histogram Hj is built based on the traversal records that occurred in the period, i.e., R
The histograms for all periods share the same range [l, u] , where l and u are the lowest and highest GHG emissions (or travel times) observed in Ri. Thus, ⌈ TI α ⌉ isomorphic histograms are obtained for each edge.
Assuming α is set to 1 hour, Figure 2 (a) shows two isomorphic histograms during periods [8 a.m., 9 a.m.) and [9 a.m., 10 a.m.) for an edge in North Jutland, Denmark. The high similarity of the two histograms motivates us to compress them into one histogram with little loss of information. We proceed to show how to compress the histograms with good accuracy using histogram merging and bucket reduction. 
Histogram Merging
If two temporally adjacent histograms Hi and Hi+1 represent similar data distributions, it is potentially attractive to merge the two histograms into one histogram H that represents the data distribution for the longer period T = Ti ∪ Ti+1.
Given two distributions, several techniques exist to measure their similarity, such as cosine similarity, the K-S test, and the chi-square test. The simplicity and efficiency of computing cosine similarity makes it appropriate for evaluating the similarity of two histograms.
To facilitate the use of cosine similarity, we treat a histogram as a vector. A histogram H = ⟨(b1, p1), . . . , (bn, pn)⟩ has the vector V (H) = ⟨p1, . . . , pn⟩. Since the initial histograms are isomorphic and equi-width, they have the same number of buckets, and each bucket in a corresponding pair has the same range. Thus, all the vectors are isomorphic, meaning that they have the same number of dimensions, with each dimension representing the same entity, i.e., the probability in a particular sub-range. The similarity between two histograms is defined by Equation 1.
where ⊙ indicates dot product between two vectors, · indicates the product between two reals, and ∥V ∥ indicates the magnitude of vector V . When the similarity of adjacent isomorphic histograms Hi and Hi+1 exceeds a threshold Tmerge , they are merged into a new histogram H. The weight of Hi is Wi =
, where Hi.c is the total number of cost values that are used to derive Hi, which is equivalent to the number of traversal records in the i-th period. The probability value for the k-th bucket in H is given by Equation 2.
When merging two isomorphic histogram, the obtained H is isomorphic to Hi and Hi+1 . The probability given by the k-th bucket in H is not just the average of Hi.p k and Hi+1.p k . As the number of traversal records in the k-th buckets of histograms Hi and Hi+1 may be different, we use the weighted average to construct the data probability of the k-th bucket in H, as shown in Equation 2. We also maintain H.c = Hi.c + Hi+1.c so that the count of traversal records in H is available for subsequent merging steps.
Given an initial time-dependent histogram tdh for an edge, a corresponding merged time-dependent histogram tdh is computed iteratively. In each iteration, a pair of adjacent histograms with the highest histogram similarity is identified. If the similarity exceeds a user-defined threshold Tmerge , the two histograms are merged according to Equation 2 , and the union of the two argument histograms' periods becomes the period of the new histogram. The iteration terminates when Tmerge exceeds the highest histogram similarity. For example, the two histograms for adjacent periods shown in Figure 2 
Bucket Reduction
Histogram merging reduces the numbers of histograms. Bucket reduction reduces the sizes of individual histograms, which is orthogonal to histogram merging.
Given a histogram H , regression transforms it into a new histogram H that approximates the data distribution represented by H using fewer buckets. H is not necessarily equi-width, meaning that different buckets may have different widths. Histogram regression is conducted by merging two adjacent buckets. The range of the new bucket is the union of the range of two original buckets, and the probability of the buckets is the sum of the probabilities of the two original buckets. Thus, given a histogram H = ⟨ (b1, p1) , . . . , (bi, pi), (bi+1, pi+1) , . . . , (bn, pn)⟩, after merging buckets bi and bi+1, the new histogram is H = ⟨(b1, p1) , . . . , (bi−1, pi−1), (bx, px), (bi+2, pi+2) , . . . , (bn, pn)⟩, where bx = bi ∪ bi+1 and px = pi + pi+1.
The sum of squared error (SSE ) is employed to measure the discrepancy between the original histogram H and the histogram after bucket reduction H. Since the error is only introduced by the buckets we merge and we merge only two adjacent buckets bi and bi+1, error introduced by this merge operation is given by Equation 3.
SSE (H, H) = (
|H.bi| |H.bi| + |H.bi+1|
where |H.bi| is the range of ith bucket in histogram H, and H.pi is the probability of the ith bucket in histogram H. A smaller SSE indicates that H achieves a smaller accuracy loss compared to the original histogram H. We consider a scenario where a storage budget (i.e., number of buckets for an edge) is given, and where we need to decide how to merge the buckets in the histograms that represent the GHG emissions for different periods so that we maximize the overall accuracy. For example, we may use more (fewer) buckets for histograms representing peak hours (off-peak hours), instead of distributing the buckets uniformly.
Given a merged time dependent histogram tdh of an edge and a reduction threshold T red indicating the total number of buckets available for the edge, Algorithm 1 describes how to obtain a time dependent histogram that meets the storage budget while maintaining good accuracy. Note that for different edges, the reduction threshold T red , i.e., the bucket budget, may be different. A simple heuristic is to assign higher bucket quotas to edges that have many merged histograms in their time dependent histograms after histogram merging. An edge with more histograms requires more buckets to retain its distribution information, so more buckets should be assigned to it. 
Record the pair buckets in MinPairBuckets; 8:
Merge the buckets pair in MinPairBuckets; 10: return tdh; Algorithm 1 works iteratively. For each iteration, it enumerates all adjacent buckets pairs and finds the pair that achieves the smallest SSE to merge (lines 2-9). Note that to identify two buckets that need to be merged, every histogram in the given tdh has to be checked. This process terminates when the total number of buckets for the edge is below the reduction threshold T red .
Alternatively, a priority queue Q can be used, where an element is an adjacent bucket pair and the priority of the element is the SSE value of merging the two adjacent buckets. We do not use such a priority queue because maintaining the priority queue is complex when a pair of adjacent buckets are merged into one bucket. For example, assuming that the highest-priority element is p = ⟨b1, b2⟩, after merging b1 and b2 into a new bucket b ′ , if there exist elements containing b1 or b2 in Q, i.e., e1 = ⟨b0, b1⟩ and e1 = ⟨b2, b3⟩, these should be updated to e
GHG EMISSIONS ESTIMATION
After histogram merging and bucket reduction, we obtain an ERN where each edge is associated with a compact time dependent histogram. Here, we study how to use the obtained ERN to estimate the GHG emissions of traversing a route.
Rather than estimating a single value for a traversal of a route, e.g., the expected GHG emissions, we estimate the GHG emissions distribution using histograms. This yields much more detailed information than a single value and is useful in many applications, e.g., stochastic route planing [6, 10] and probabilistic thresholdbased routing [5] .
Histogram Aggregation takes two histograms H1 and H2 for adjacent edges and yields a histogram H ′ that represents the aggregated GHG emissions for traversing both edges. The aggregation of H1 and H2 is also a histogram denoted as Hagg . Algorithm 2 shows how to perform a histogram aggregation. Operator ⊕ denotes the union of two ranges, i.e., [f1, l1) ⊕ [f2, l2) = [f1 + f2, l1 + l2). The buckets in Hagg are constructed by combining all bucket pairs from H1 and H2, one bucket from each histogram (Lines 2-4). As there might be overlap between buckets in Hagg , we rearrange the buckets in Hagg to combine two buckets with the same data range, and we split a data range if it contains the range of another bucket (Line 5); thus, we obtain an equi-width histogram as the final result that contains buckets without overlap and duplicates. It is straightforward to use Algorithm 2 to estimate the GHG emissions of a route R = ⟨e1, . . . , en⟩ by sequentially aggregating the histograms of adjacent edge pairs in R.
EMPIRICAL STUDY
We conduct a range of experiments to gain insight into the accuracy, efficiency, and storage properties of the proposed methods.
Experimental Settings
We use a large GPS tracking data set containing more than 200 million GPS records collected from 150 vehicles in Denmark from January 2007 to December 2008. The sampling frequency is 1 HZ, i.e., one GPS record per second. We use the road network of Denmark from OpenStreetMap 1 . To get the best map-matching we extract edges from OpenStreetMap data with the finest granularity, with 2,358K vertices and 2,520K edges. We apply an existing map-matching tool [7] to match the GPS records to the road network, from which we get a set of trajectories TR. We merge the adjacent edges into longer ones if they can be viewed as conceptually a single edge. The resulting road work that we proceed to use has around 414K vertices and 1, 628K edges. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the lengths of the edges in the road network and the routes derived from our GPS data.
VT-micro [1] , a robust model that can evaluate vehicular environmental impact [4] , is applied to compute the GHG emissions of the trajectories. The time interval of interest TI is set to a day: [0:00, 24:00). The bucket widths are set to 10 ml for GHG emissions.
For each edge, we build time dependent eco-weight histograms. If an edge is not covered by at least 1, 000 GPS records, a GHG emissions value EV is derived based on the length and the speed limit of the edge, which can be obtained from OpenStreetMap. Thus, the edge is associated with a single histogram with only one bucket, indicating an EV with probability 1.
The finest temporal granularity α is set to 15 minutes as the default, and the merge threshold Tmerge and the reduction threshold T red used are shown in Table 1 . The experiments focus on the values shown in bold. The algorithms for histogram merging and bucket reduction are implemented in Python, which is suitable for scientific and numeric computations. A machine with a 16-core Intel Xeon 2GHZ CPU, 32GB main memory, and 4TB external memory is used.
Running Time Efficiency
Figure 4(a) shows the running time to build equi-width histograms and to merge the histograms for an edge. The time increases as the number of GPS records associated with an edge increases. Thus, if an edge is covered by more GPS records, it takes longer to build the initial histograms. Figure 5(a) show the running time of bucket reduction using 6, 000 traversal records, which is the maximum number of records that an edge has in our dataset.
We further study the efficiency of aggregating histograms. We use a set of 1, 012 routes that each is traversed by at least 1, 000 trajectories. On average, a route covers 16 edges. Figure 6(a) shows the performance of our histogram aggregation method for routes with different numbers of edges. 
Approximation Accuracy
To study the approximation accuracy of our histograms, we measure the distance between the original data distribution and the derived histogram representations, including initial equi-width histograms, histograms after merging, and histograms after bucket reduction.
Let dd = { (v1, p1) , . . . , (vn, pn)} be the original data distribution in a period, where vi and pi indicate a value and its probability. The accuracy of a histogram in the period is defined by Equation 4 .
where the kth bucket in H contains vi, i.e., vi ∈ H.b k , and H.p k is the total probability of the kth bucket, and |H.b k | is the width of the kth bucket in H. We use a constant ϵ = 0.01 to avoid fluctuations caused by small probabilities. This accuracy metric indicates the relative accumulative deviation from the original distribution. Figure 4 (b) shows average Err values of the initial equi-width histograms and the histograms after merging with varying merge thresholds. The initial equi-width histograms achieve quite good accuracy, and merged histograms achieve improved accuracy as the merge threshold increases. We also evaluate the accuracy of bucket reduction. We choose two sets of merged histograms with merge thresholds 0.95 and 0.98, respectively; and we further conduct bucket reduction on them. Figures 5(b) shows that the accuracy increases as the reduction threshold increases.
Next, we consider the 1, 012 trajectories from Section 6.3 to evaluate the accuracy of histogram aggregation. We split the trajectories into two sets: training trajectories (from the first 18 months) and testing trajectories (from the last 6 months). For each route, we aggregate the histograms from the ERN to estimate the GHG emissions histogram. We then generate ground-truth GHG emissions histograms for the route in each time interval without any data compression using the testing trajectories. The accuracy of histogram aggregation is defined as the histogram similarity (HSimilarity) between the estimated histogram and the ground-truth histogram, using Equation 1. Figure 6(b) shows the accuracy of our histogram aggregation method with varying the number of edges in a route.
Storage Consumption
We evaluate the storage savings that can be obtained by using histogram merging and bucket reduction. A bucket in a histogram requires two integer values (i.e., 8 bytes) to indicate the lower and upper bound of the bucket and a double (i.e., 8 bytes) for the bucket probability.
We introduce the memory compression ratio MCR to measure the storage reduction. In particular, the MCR for histogram merging is computed as MCRm = , where M redu represents the storage required to represent the histograms after bucket reduction based on merged histograms. Figure 7 (a) shows that when the merge threshold is set to 0.9, the storage required by the initial histograms can be reduced by 85%. When the merge threshold is 0.98, the reduction is 75%. Recall that the accuracy when using this merge threshold is quite close to that of the initial histograms (see Figure 4(b) ). We fix two sets of merged histograms (with merge thresholds 0.95 and 0.98) and observe the MCR with varying reduction thresholds. Figure 7 (b) shows that bucket reduction can further reduce the required storage based on merged histograms: smaller thresholds achieve better MCR. Figure 8 reports the average storage required for a single edge in order to achieve different accuracies for our method and T-drive. To achieve a higher accuracy (i.e., a smaller Err value), more storage is required. Based on our experimental results, the recommended parameter settings for Tmerge and T red are 0.95 and 50, respectively. With these settings, each edge requires on average 3.98 histograms and about 0.61 KB storage space. Assuming there is sufficient GPS data for all edges, Table 2 shows the storage usage and accuracy of the initial histograms (Initial ) without any compression and the storage usage of the compact histograms that achieve the same accuracy as the initial histograms (Compact 1 , 2.82GB ). It also covers compact histograms that use the default settings (Compact 2 , 0.50GB ), as well as the storage usage of Tdrive-like histograms that achieve the same accuracy as Compact 2 . We include T-drive because it also uses histogram-based techniques and is arguably the state-of-the-art technique for estimating travel times.
Summary
For the continent-wide road network of North America with 52 M edges [8] , Table 2 also shows the estimated storage usage of the different methods when there is sufficient GPS data. This suggests that our compact representation of time-dependent histograms reduces the storage substantially while maintaining good accuracy. 
CONCLUSIONS
We present techniques capable of using a large trajectory data set for assigning eco-weights to the edges in a road network. The resulting Eco Road Network, which assigns compact and timedependent, uncertain eco-weights to edges, provides the key foundation for enabling eco-routing. The accuracy and compactness of the proposed techniques are evaluated based on a 2-year GPS vehicle tracking data set. The experimental study shows that our method is able to save up to 0.62GB−0.50GB 0.62GB = 20% storage space in comparison the state-of-the-art technique [12] while providing the same accuracy.
As future work, it is of interest to study the correlations between the GHG emissions from adjacent edges. Modeling such correlation may increase the accuracy when estimating GHG emissions distributions for routes. Next, it is also of interest to explore advanced routing algorithms that can fully utilize the time-dependent, uncertain eco-weights, e.g., to compute probabilistic eco-routes. Finally, using an inverted approach that assigns a time dependent histogram based eco-weight to a group of edges that have similar travel cost distributions may result in further storage space reductions.
